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Bush-Ashcroft declare war
on immigrant communities
Martin Luther King's
philosophic legacy
b y J o h n Alan
Martin Luther King, Jr. is the only African American
that this nation as a whole formally recognizes with a
national holiday. All other great African Americans
who have fought valiantly for freedom, such as Frederick Douglass and Sojourner Truth, are not formally
remembered. Rev. King was indeed a great leader during the mass struggles against segregation, racism,
poverty and the Vietnam war. He understood the reasons for those struggles and universalized them as
struggles of humanity against oppression.
While racism and poverty are still ingrained in
American civilization, it does not mean that the Civil
Rights Movement was a failure. By liberating African
Americans from the social conditions imposed upon
them by segregation, the Civil Rights Movement shook
up the rulers of this nation and forced them to enact
new laws such as the Voting Rights Act of 1965, the
Fair Housing Act of 1968 and government programs
against poverty.

BEGINNINGS IN BUS BOYCOTT
Since 1881 Southern African Americans had been
segregated in public transportation. Some resisted and
were severely beaten. "Enough is enough" said Mrs.
Rosa Parks on Dec. 1,1955, when she boarded a bus in
Montgomery, Ala. to go home after a hard day's labor
and discovered that the segregated back of the bus was
filled with passengers and took a seat in the so-called
neutral zone between the races. She didn't violate the
segregation law until an arrogant white man boarded
the bus and, finding no vacant seat in the white section, ordered Mrs. Parks to give her seat to him. She
refused to comply with this rude demand and was
arrested.
The 27-year-old Rev King had been living in Montgomery for a year. The bus boycott was not his idea, but
rather it was an idea whose time had come. According
to Charles Denby, in his autobiography, Indignant
Heart: A Black Worker's Journal, Rev. King told him
that "he knew nothing about the boycott until church
members began asking their pastors what they should
do, and practically everyone of the pastors said stay off
the bus."
Although Rev. King was not among the initial organizers of the Montgomery Bus Boycott, he did bring to
the boycott Mahatma Gandhi's philosophic concept of
"nonviolent direct action." He maintained that Mahatma Gandhi had practiced it in India and won the battle against the mighty military forces of the British
empire.
When one examines the concept of "nonviolent direct
action," it becomes quite clear that "non-violent" is not
the transforming element. It is the "direct action" of
the masses, the self bringing forth of freedom, that
changes things.

CHURCH OF RESISTANCE
Rev. King did not need to turn to Gandhi in order to
find a philosophy for African-American liberation. A
direct action philosophy did exist in the theology of his
own Protestant religion, and he was aware of it. After
he graduated from Morehouse College, King enrolled
at Crozer Theological Seminary in Pennsylvania.
There he encountered the social theology of. Walter
Rauschenbusch and Reinhold Niebuhr's justification
for use of coercion to combat social evils.
Rauschenbusch was the most radical of the social
gospel theologians and a member of the Second German Baptist Church in New York City. He saw wide-
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by Htun Lin
"Workshops Talks" c o l u m n i s t
The ongoing fallout from the Septemberll terrorist
attack continues to injure workers, especially immigrant workers in the U.S. Security measures have
choked the borders where labor and goods cross, and
smothered local economies, and countless immigrant
workers have lost jobs in the low-paying tourist travel,
hotel and restaurant industry, already falling into
recession when September 11 struck.
Most pressing of all, Attorney General John Ashcroft
launched a dragnet plan to pick up and interview
upwards of 5,000 foreigners—all men ages 18 to 33,
from mostly Middle Eastern countries—who entered
the U.S. on non-immigrant visas during the past two
years. The Bush administration refused any attempts
by the American Civil Liberties Union and others to
identify some 1,000 detainees, many of whom were
reported to have been denied,legal counsel. As part of
the crackdown, the Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS) will turn over 314,000 names to the FBI
of people it says have disappeared to avoid deportation. They will be entered into a National Criminal
Information Database.
FBI questioning includes queries about one's political views. This is consistent with their redefining the
term "terrorist" to include "leftwing groups, generally
professing a revolutionary socialist doctrine." Many
people who live in this country from various nations
have escaped traumatic repressions and crackdowns
by dictators at home, who often have been useful allies
to U.S. military strategic interests. Those regimes

Unbowed by Bush's war on immigrants, union workers at Charles Krug winery in St. Helena, Gil., are
fighting cutbacks.
often summarily define all those who object to their
iron-fisted rule as "leftists."
All this has been perpetrated in the name of fighting
terrorism. However, even before September 11, the INS
got away with tarring anyone it pleased as undesirable. In one instance, a young mother in Falls Church,
Va., called the police on her husband who had brutally
beaten her. Because she had fought back, the police
arrested her and she then faced deportation and separation from her children (USA Today Magazine, 8/00).
And Taiwanese scientist Wen Ho Lee was suspected of
espionage and jailed without charge for nine months
(Continued on page 10)

Wang Ruoshui, Marxist Humanist
The passing of Chinese philosopher and Marxist
Humanist Wang Ruoshui on Jan. 10 is a sad event for
all those aspiring for a human alternative to capitalism. One of the most creative and innovative thinkers
of modern China, Wang was an untiring advocate of
social justice, democracy, and human dignity. His legacy will far outlast the platitudes of those who look down
upon his "idealism" in the name of finding comfort with
the status quo.
Wang, born in 1926, was a student of philosophy at
Beijing University from 1946 to 1948, but interrupted
his studies to gotothe liberated zones as an active supporter of the communist movement. Quickly recognized
as one of its most promising young intellects, he
became editor of the theory department of People's
Daily shortly after the Communists took power in 1949.
Even in the -1950s and early 1960s, when Wang
largely held to the party line, he displayed an independence of mind that could not be confined within the
framework of "orthodox" Marxism. He became famous
in 1963 for his essay "The Philosophy of the Table,"
which argued against the notion that ideas simply
reflect pre-existing realities. Just as the carpenter
must first have the idea of the table in his mind before
creating it, so too, he argued, creating a new society
requires not only material conditions but also the idea
of socialism as a living theory.
The essay was praised by no one less than Mao, and
Wang rose in the party hierarchy. But this did not compromise his decency of character or independence of
mind. Wang was later ordered to write an attack on
humanism, and as part of this he was given access to a
number of banned works by Western Marxists. After
reading them (especially Erich Fromm's Socialist
Humanism) he decided that the humanist interpretation of Marx was correct. This is also how he first
encountered the work of Raya Dunayevskaya.
Wang was one of the first party intellectuals to openly attack Mao's cult of personality, at a 1979 conference
of the Communist Party. But it was his vigorous
defense of humanism and his contention that alienation existed in "socialist" China that earned him his
name as a pioneering figure in the effort to break free
from party orthodoxy.
In a public debate in the early 1980s, Wang argued

(in "Discussing the Problem of Alienation"): "Socialism
is supposed to abolish alienation, but has it done so in
fact, or does alienation [in China] still exist? I think we
should admit that practice has proven that alienation
still exists. Not only is there intellectual alienation,
there is also political and even economic alienation."
He did not shy away from denouncing the fetish of the
party as an expression of how something created by
the masses becomes alienated from them and turns
into an agent of their oppression.
In 1983 he also wrote, "A specter is haunting the
Chinese intellectual world—the specter of humanism."
In response to those who condemned humanism as
"non-Marxist," he wrote in "A Defense of Humanism":
"'Humanism is bourgeois ideology'—if this statement means that humanism has been a bourgeois ideology, this is an objective historical fact and is indisputable; if it means that humanism can only be bourgeois ideology, it deserves a question mark. These two
senses are not to be muddled, and the second sense
should not be inferred from the first.
"Materialism, too, has been the ideology of the bourgeoisie (and even of slave-owning and feudal classes),
but this did not prevent it from becoming the worldview of the proletariat. Indeed, Marxist materialism
and the old materialism were as different as heaven
and earth. In exactly the same way that the materialism we advocate is Marxist and no other, the humanism we advocate is Marxist (or socialist, or revolutionary). In the present period we need socialist humanism."
The Communists responded by dismissing him from
his position with People's Daily in 1983 and expelling
him from the party in 1987. Unlike many other exParty intellectuals, however, he never renounced his
adherence to Marxism.
Raya Dunayevskaya closely followed Wang's debates
on alienation and humanism in the 1980s and often
spoke of her desire to meet him. That proved impossible; she died in 1987.
Wang finally met U.S. Marxist-Humanists while on
a visit here in 1993-94. He was glad to learn of Raya's
interest in his work and fascinated by how many similar philosophic concepts they had independently devel(Continued on page 4)
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A case Of philosophical sexism?
B y Maya J h a n s i
On Saturday, Jan. 19,1 went to the launch party for
the new book The Power of Negativity: Selected Writings on the Dialectic in Hegel and Marx (Lexington
Books, 2002). This is a n e w collection of Raya Dunayevskaya's writings on dialectical philosophy, edited by
Peter Hudis and Kevin Anderson. As the speakers presented their views of this book, it occurred to me that
one of the most unique things about
Dunayevskaya is the way she
jams together dialectical philosophy and gender.
For the most part, feminists
who are interested in socialist feminism are not interested in Hegelian dialectics, and those who write about
the Hegel-Marx connection tend to ignore feminism.
Ian Fraser and Tony Burns' new book, The HegehMarx
Connection, is a good example of the latter. It brings
together an array of writings on the Hegel-Marx connection.
However, not only does" the book not have a single
essay by a woman, Fraser and Burns fail to mention
Dunayevskaya at all in their introduction, a historical
synopsis of the different approaches to the Hegel-Marx
connection, even though no other American Marxist
has written so extensively on the subject. This is not to
mention that Dunayevskaya is often a lone voice in her
insistence that Hegelian dialectics is needed for a feminist rethinking of Marxism.
It is hard to see Fraser and Burns' omission as anything other than sexism, though when you look at their
introduction, it becomes clear why they left Dunayevskaya out.

Sartre—but, of course no mention of Dunayevskaya,
who challenged Engelsian distortions of Marx's dialectics and of Marx's views on gender. They then turn to
those like Althusser, Colletti, Delia Volpe who wanted
to "drive Hegel into the night" as Althusser once put it.
Fraser and Burns, however, reject both camps.
Their answer to the battle between Hegelian and
anti-Hegelian Marxists is that "there is no need for
Marxists to appropriate a modified, materialist version of Hegel's philosophical idealism into their own thought. For
Marx's 'materialism' can be
derived directly from Hegel's own
social thought without any such
adaptation or modification." To Fraser and Burns,
Hegel is himself a materialist and, in some sense, a
"Marxist."
They raise Hegel's political writings above his philosophical writings—calling i t his "Realphilosophie."
Hegel and Marx's dialectic, they argue, "are one and
the same. The historical opposition between idealism
and materialism, and the influence which it has had
upon our understanding of the intellectual relationship between Hegel and Marx is, on this reading, overcome by stressing the thoroughgoing 'materialism' of
Hegel's own dialectic."
Although Fraser and Burns are attempting to do
away with the opposition between materialism and
idealism, they are in fact recapitulating it by ignoring
the importance of Hegel's "idealism," which Marx
credited with developing the "active side" of human
subjectivity. They are, in fact, victim to the post-Marx
Marxist aversion to philosophy.

Woman as Reason

THE MATERIALIST TRAP
Fraser and Burns break down the attitude to
Hegel into two main camps, those who saw Marx as
appropriating Hegel's dialectic and those who wanted
to expunge Hegel from Marx. They begin their survey
with the young Marx's writings on Hegel, and then
move on to Engels and his influence over orthodox
Marxism. They summarize the ways that Engels'
understanding came to dominate orthodox Marxist
views of the Hegel-Marx connection.
In the late 1850s Marx had planned to write a short
book on Hegel's philosophy, but never did so. It became
easier to take Engels word on the dialectic, than to do
the "labor, patience and suffering of the negative" to
hear Marx think. Engels is the one who popularized
this idea that Marx "inverted" Hegel, that he turned
Hegel around on his feet. To Engels, dialectical philosophy is merely the "reflection" of the dialectics of reality "in the thinking brain."
Fraser and Burns go over those who challenged the
' Engelsian view of the Hegel-Marx connection by taking up the Hegelian dimension of Marx's philosophy,
such as Lenin, Lukacs, Marcuse, Kojeve, Lefebvre,

Purple Berets hit back
Purple Berets is a women's rights group established
in 1991 to advocate for victims of domestic violence with
police and the district attorney. They have made a difference in many cases in Sonoma County.
Santa Rosa, Cal.-On Jan. 7, Judge Elliot Daum
handed down a 21-year sentence to Debi Zuver, a
domestic violence victim who pled guilty to manslaughter in the shooting death of Kim Garloff, Zuver's exboyfriend who repeatedly beat, terrorized and threatened to kill her over a two-year period.
In handing down his stunning decision to give Zuver
the maximum penalty (11 years for manslaughter plus
10 years for using a gun), Judge Daum ignored the
determination by one of the nation's foremost experts
that Debi Zuver suffered from "battered women's syndrome" and acted to defend her own life.
Judge Daum also disregarded the fact that only minutes before the shooting, Kim Garloff came into Debi's
house, locked the door, threw her against the wall and
made repeated threats to kill. Despite compelling testimonies, Judge Daum determined the evidence of battered women's syndrome was not convincing; refused to
accept that the victim (Garloff) had precipitated and
been the aggressor in the incident; determined she was
not acting under duress or in defense of her own life.
This sentence is particularly chilling in light of the
recent dismissal of all charges against Petaluma doctor
Louis Pelfini, charged with homicide and domestic violence in the smothering death of Janet Pelfini. Louis
was Janet's husband of more than 30 years. Because
of double" jeopardy, Louis Pelfini cannot be charged
again for criminal behavior in Janet's death.
As women's rights activists we are extremely concerned about the messages these two cases send to the
community- messages like, "If you kill your wife you'll
get away with it" and "If you're a battered woman you
better shut up and take it because the cops won't protect you and if you dare protect yourself, we'll rip your
life away." Purple Berets are currently organizing to
overturn this incredibly unjust sentence.
—Tanya Brannan
For more information, to send letters of support to
Debi, or to offer donations of funds or legal help for her
appeal,, contact PURPLE BERETS, Women Defending
Women, PO Box 3064 Santa Rosa, CA 95402, or
http: I / www.purpleberets.org.

UNITY OF THEORY AND PRACTICE
On the contrary, Dunayevskaya did not reduce
Hegel to a materialist. A quote from Hegel's Smaller
Logic speaks to this: "The notion that ideas and ideals
are nothing but chimeras, and that philosophy is a
system of pure phantasms, sets itself at once against
the actuality of what is rational; but, conversely, the
notion that ideas and ideals are something far too
excellent to have actuality, or equally too impotent to
have actuality, is opposed to it as well. This science
deals only with the Idea—which is not so impotent
that it merely ought to be, and is not actual." To Hegel,
ideas can't be dismissed as chimeras. At the same
time the Idea itself has actuality.
This is what Dunayevskaya stressed in her writings on dialectics. To her, the Women's Liberation
Movement was evidence of the existence of the Idea in
reality, but it was not enough by itself, as we are experiencing right now. "A movement from theory to practice" is needed as well, she argued.
Dunayevskaya's writings challenge both the neat
division Fraser and Burns make between the Hegelian
and anti-Hegelian Marxists, and their so-called "solution" to the problem. This is perhaps why they did not
see fit to include her in their overview. Or perhaps it
is something more common, the sexist deafness in the
world of Marxist philosophy to women's ideas, except
as tokens to talk about gender. In either case, The
Power of Negativity gives us new insights into dialectics that might help us bridge the current gulf between
feminist and dialectical philosophy.
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hooks on We and love
Chicago—Black feminist writer bell hooks drew
out an integrated crowd of more than 500 Black and
white women when she spoke on her new book Communion: The Female Search for Love on Jan. 23. She
asserted that the development' of self-love, in "the
white supremacist, capitalist, imperialist, patriarchy,"
is the pivot upon which all other forms of love and freedom grow."
She was Wonderfully hostile to the racist and sexist
images that work upon our self-esteem. "In patriarchy," hooks said, "we must return to the body" as the
root of self-thatred. She said this self-hatred is even
worse "when you add Blackness" to the equation.
hooks lauded the feminist movement for revealing
that women! are taught that they must earn love rather
than being entitled to it. Women try to stay good little
girls, which prevents our unique gifts and potentials
from ever being realized and hurts our self-esteem.
She said that women, and Black women in particular, can only love themselves when in "communion" or
in struggle with others who seek freedom from this
oppressive reality. She challenged white feminists saying: "Unlearning racism is the only ground we have" to
end the racial divide within the feminist movement.
However, her views on the impossibility of separating the development of self-love (personal) from struggle against oppression (social) were contradictory. For
example, hooks said, "Until we end the intimate terrorism in our own lives we won't be able to resolve it
with other nations and cultures we don't understand."
This separates the personal from the political.
I imagine that many women went home feeling quite
a bit: angry, joyous and empowered all at the same
time. I certainly did.
—Sonia Bergonzi

Women Worldwide
b y Mary J o Grey
Poor, unemployed and homeless people from across
the U.S. plan to March for Our Lives on Feb. 8, the
opening day of the Olympics in Salt Lake City, Utah.
Organized by the Kensington Welfare Rights Union
and JEDI Women of Salt Lake City, the march is an
effort to break the invisiblity of the poor in the U.S.
and demand! "decent health care, education, food, housing and living wage jobs as an American priority."
The Center for Reproductive Law and Policy is suing
the state ofiFlorida for denying medical coverage for
abortion. The state is charged with "engaging in outright sex discrimination" for denying medical funding
for abortion for low-income women, while at the same
time providing men with funds for drugs like Viagra.
—Information from off our backs
# * *
As many as 80% of women in Rwanda are HIV-positive according to the Rwandan Association of Trauma
Counselors. Most of those infected were raped by members of the Rwandan military during the 1994 genocide
of one million Tutsi and moderate Hutu.
—Information from off our backs

Sweatshop workers to 'Sweatshop Warriors'
Sweatshop Warriors: Immigrant Women Workers
Take On The Global Factory, by Miriam Ching Yoon
Louie, South End Press, 2001.
In Sweatshop Warriors Miriam Ching Yoon Louie
invites the reader to participate "in a kind of written
word 'workers' exchange' and 'study tour' that poor
peoples' groups have organized across the decades for
their friends in labor..." This
is clearly a labor of love for
the author, as she painstakingly recorded voices of
many women who became
sweatshop organizers. She
also put their stories in the
context of objective developments.
She focuses on Chinese,
Mexican and Korean immigrant women who "changed
from being sweatshop workers to sweatshop warriors."
The women in this book are not just victims, but have
become organizers and successfully led campaigns
against big companies like Levi Strauss and DKNY, as
well as subcontractors like Lucky Sewing Co. These
women took on every aspect of life in their struggle,
including health, environmental safety and problems
at home and with their own traditional culture.
The book is full of inspiring stories. Most remarkable are the author's own conclusions that "as they
carried out their battles the women started to define
not only what they were fighting against, but also
what they were fighting for...to independently secure
their rights to dignified work, housing, nutrition,
health,
and
freedom
of expression
and
affiliation....They learned to build a new world
through trial and error...."
Take, for example, Petra Mata, who was one of the
founders of Fuerza Unida, a workers' organization in
San Antonio, Texas. She was a trainer at the Levi

Strauss plant there. Fuerza Unida started when the
workers noticed that Levi's was paying them unfairly.
After the shock of closing the plant in 1990 (they call
themselves "early victims of NAFTA") they responded
by organizing a lot more: "We started having training
and participiating in conferences-locally, nationally,
internationally.... Every several weeks, we went to
San Francisco to organize the campaign at Levi's corporate headquarters. We
had to leave our families. It
was good but hard."
These stories make it
clear that capitalism will
not cease to produce its
opposite: women like these,
capitalism's gravediggers.
The book raises the question
of what is the responsibility
of those who meet these
women through the book:
"Listening to the women
speak cannot be an act of consumerism. Seeing them'
fight for their rights cannot be an act of voyeurism....
Each of us is called upon to do the same..." The author
does us a tremendous service by translating their voices, which may not have been available in English
before, and by providing a global context for these
women's struggles.
Her call to the readers to express solidarity by "challenging the pyramids of oppression we face" can be met
in a variety of ways. One way is to join picket lines and
"train our eaiisto listen harder to hear the vibrant voices and lyrical leadership of grassroots folk on the bottom, the foxusdation rock of mass movements."
This is a' igreat beginning in helping mass movements develop. It starts with going to the picket lines
and being conscious of what you hear and don't hear.
Such consciousness comes from a theoretic posture
that allows us to recognize and appreciate the reason
in these voices.
—Urszula Wislanska
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FedEx deadlines at workers' expense
Memphis, Tenn. —I work at FedEx loading trucks
and it is really dangerous work. There are tugs that
are used for pulling the big carts full of packages. The
tug drivers are constantly moving back and forth.
They're much faster than forklifts and have a lot of
pulling power. A lot of times the tug drivers are told to
just drop stuff off, wherever. They're told to get there
and get it done on time.
It's so easy to get your tug driver's license there, and
people who can barely drive a car are driving tugs and
smacking into the carts. I've almost gotten hit numerous times. I got knocked into a cart. Luckily I fell into
the cart itself instead of getting smashed up into the
wall. There's a lot of stuff to look out for.
The tugs run off of gas or diesel, depending on what
kind of tug it is. You can smell the fumes in the air
when you walk through the hub. Every time I come
home, I still feel horrible.

It is worse in the summertime, when it's 20 degrees
hotter in the trucks than it is outside. In Memphis that
means it can get up to 120 degrees. I still have scars on
my back from a rash where my back belt rubbed.
A lot of times it's probably best if you don't report an
accident because they'll try to find some way to blame
it on you. They'll say, "You should've been watching out
for this. You should've been watching out for that."
For example, a young woman got her hand caught in
the conveyor belt. They told her to put on her gloves
because she hadn't been wearing them. She was keeping them off for a reason—sometimes the gloves have a
tendency to get caught. They give us gloves, and tell us
to wear them, but they're not always the right size.
Hers obviously didn't fit very well and got caught
underneath the conveyor belt and pulled her hand
under there. She fractured her wrist pretty badly. They
docked her pay for that.
—Young FedEx worker

Enron fraud exposes capitalist shell game
Oakland,
Cal.— The mainstream press initially
saw Argentina and Enron as if they were unrelated stories. To a worker, these stories are hardly separate or
unique. We don't yet see the same street demonstrations
and worker rebellion here in the U.S. as in Argentina,
"but workers at Enron face the same kind of man-made
calamities suffered by workers in Argentina. Workers
are made to bail out capitalists after rampant deregulation, privatization, and globalization schemes fail.
Instead of calling it corporate welfare, they use the
euphemism "austerity measures," which means workers will be bled even further. Enron executive hucksters
not "only lied to creditors and authorities alike of their
real worth, but committed the' lowest form of fraud by
hoodwinking their own employees into investing virtually all of their retirement savings in Enron.
Making mountains of profit out of California's energy
crisis, everyone was led to believe that there was nothing but more blue skies ahead. Bush and Cheney even
reserved a seat for Enron on their secret energy task
force. Before Enron stocks hit bottom, of course, the top
hucksters were able to unload their holdings, while fine
print locked workers into losing virtually all of their life
savings and pensions.
If you thought it couldn't get any worse than this
kind of parasitism at Enron, consider Polaroid. Workers
there were not only encouraged to invest in Employee
Stock Option Plans, they were told that it was the only
way to.stave off layoffs as a way to keep the company
afloat. Executives didn't tell workers that they were
maneuvering to prevent a hostile takeover.
Given the stark choice of losing their jobs or
accepting the company's offer, workers were
fooled into choosing the company's plan and
accepted a drastic paycut for these ESOPs. One
worker said Polaroid stock was now worth as
much as soda bottle and can deposits.
Marx talked in Capital about the extraction of surplus labor from workers at the very point of production.
Before the exchange of goods and products, the embryo
of all of capital's exchange value, and all its contradictions, resides in production of those very commodities
on the production shop floor. Workers are the founding
parents of that original value, as well as its midwife,
handmaiden, wet nurse—and finally, its gravediggers.
What Marx analyzed so meticulously was at the very
specifically crucial embryonic stage of development of
this offspring. This prodigal son, the exchange value of
abstract labor (what capitalists like to call market
value) from its very inception is the spoiled brat that
sucks the very life out of its own creators, like a parasite. What we are seeing at Enron and Polaroid however are the adolescent stages of that same value form.
Bush's idea of tax cuts is refunding to companies like
IBM and Boeing billions of dollars of taxes they had
already paid in the last 15 years. Bush invited corporations to tap dry the federal surplus -* an accumulation of
millions upon millions of worker man-hours of surplus
labor extracted over the years.
One health care worker said, the same bastards at
Arthur Andersen who did the accounting for Enron also
for ten years advised Kaiser as a health care company
to divest itself of its healthcare assets, like clinics and
hospitals and workers. Downsizing to become a lean,
mean, efficient healthcare machine was really to be a
financial machine at the expense of patients and
employees.
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That advice got Kaiser in an organizational crisis
when they lost to the tune of $200 million. Outside vendors were gouging us for care of patients Kaiser was
unable to. Kaiser is only coming out of that crisis by.
being forced by us workers along with consumers to
reverse much. of Andersen's market "wisdom." One
worker explained, "About the only expertise Andersen is
expert in is how to screw the little people, and how to
nosedive a thriving company to the ground. They really
are the economic terrorists of our times."
At least Al Qaeda left a trail of documents and floppy
disks and videos of themselves, for evidence at their own
trials. The terrorists at Arthur Anderson however have
eliminated much of the evidence of their deeds in a
major shredding campaign. If Congress cannot see the
monumental high crimes and misdemeanors in this, and
still insist on marching in lockstep behind Bush's combat boots, then they're even more brain dead than previously thought.
One Puerto, Rican immigrant told me that, to the
American people, Argentina's collapse seemed like a distant problem, someone else's crisis. But with Enron,
"White middle class Americans were reduced to the
same calamity thought to be suffered only by people living under crony capitalism in banana republics. They
will want heads to roll."
—Kaiser Service worker

Power lies in ranks
Detroit—I have just read the new booklet put out
by News and Letters, The Revolutionary Journalism of
Felix Martin, and I came away impressed with his
insights into the problems of working people and the
society in which we live. The book is a compilation of
articles written over a 20-year period. Two of the articles that touched me the most were his call for unity in
fighting the injustices of our society, and the need for
true democracy in our labor unions.
I was involved in the Detroit newspaper strike and
can tell you that if we had true unity among all working people, we would have won that strike decisively.
As Felix Martin says, bridges have to be built to all
segments of our society, establishing the unity needed
to change things. The power has been there all along—
we just have to organize ourselves to change things.
When Martin talks about democracy in our labor
unions, he's talking about the rank and file deciding
for themselves where they want to go and how they're
going to get there, not leaving these important decisions up to union bureaucrats who many times have a
stake in the status quo. As he points out, if unions do
not address the real problems facing Working people at
the point of production and in our society, their relevance will recede even further.
What came through to the reader of these pages is
that ordinary working people, if they take the time and
if they join together, can identify their problems and
come up with revolutionary solutions. Felix Martin
shows that the future of working people, indeed, all of
humanity, depends upon it.
I highly recommend this book to all of you. I'm sure
you will relate to much of what the author has to say.
I know I did.
In Solidarity,
—Armand Nevers
Detroit Typographical Union #18s (retired)

Get both books for just $20,
postage included (regularly $22.95)
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lts, prisons as
forced labor camps
The Bureau of Prisons reports over 560 new prisons
built since 1985, costing over $30 billion to the taxpayers. The lawmakers, law enforcement, judicial officials
and prison officials understand that they have created,
enforce and execute laws that are warehousing millions of their own people in America's prisons for political and economic reasons.
African Americans are nearly half of the more than
two million prisoners behind bars. African Americans
are more likely to receive longer sentences, and the
imposition of outrageous convictions and sentences has
produced a spectacular expansion of incarceration.

PROFITEERING OFF THE INCARCERATED
These are significant numbers of men and women
whose prime years of their lives are spent in prisons.
This is a loss to minority people who have a legitimate
interest in the job market and the wages they never
receive. People are forced to work for state institutions
throughout this nation, and to be exploited by stateowned facilities. It is state-owned institutions and corporations which make profits, while the nation's people
pay for incarcerating people.
The feeding frenzy perpetuated by conviction
and sentencing of millions has created a large
incarcerated labor force. This idea of incarcerating large groups of people is based on profit for
state-owned institutions.
The Prison Industry Enhancement Act (PIE) regulations apply to prisons where prisoners are not being as
exploited, but are paid prevailing wages. This does not
mean prisoners actually receive such wages. Most prevailing wages go to medical, housing and education.
Corporations and businesses which are quickly
growing from prison labor are exerting considerable
power on the government to weaken PIE regulations
and make it possible to more easily exploit prisoners.
The fact is that prisoners are being exploited for profit
in the interest of the few. The history of this nation's
labor movement has shown us this is true.

HISTORY OF LABOR
If prisoners refuse to work under state servitude,
they will be thrown into solitary confinement and brutalized psychologically and physically for their refusal
to submit. If they do work, they are placed under hazardous conditions, with inhuman treatment, long
working hours and stressful environment.
Many jobs done by prisoners in the U.S. are done
elsewhere only in Third World countries. These Third
World countries have been condemned by the U.S. for
human rights violations. This shows the contradiction
of legally accepted slavery under imprisonment in the
U.S. supported by the Thirteenth Amendment to the
Constitution.
The American penal system needs a massive reconstruction in areas that have failed prisoners. We must
give education, rehabilitation and job skills that are in
demand by society that would give prisoners a real
opportunity to integrate well into society upon release.
These are the tasks that the people must undertake
if society is to defuse the brutal era of political and economic brutality and social unrest built upon the
rhetoric and laws that have claimed a significant part
of the people of society to slavery.
—Sheik M. Moore El, National Coordinator,
Missouri Prison Labor Union
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